So today, I was irresponsible and went to a computer store to buy a hardcore gaming headset. We had session 0 for a new D&D campaign (my first!) last week and everyone said my mic was shitty. I had to go on mute a lot and I didn't like that, so... spending money! anyway I figured if I was gonna get a wanky gamer headset I should go full ham, so I bought a pink kitty ear set with customisable LED displays. Go hard and stay home, friends.
Reald was the first villager I spoke with. He's obsessed with triceps and biceps, even though he's a penguin.

Frita is a sheep in a hot dog costume, which is a concern. She's friendly but gets snappy if you talk to her more than once.

Audie is a fashion queen with bright yellow eyeshadow. She's very perky, but sometimes I find her pacing and muttering to herself.

Kitti is a lovely single mother who loves to cook and read. She is always very appreciative of gifts and refers to all the residents as 'child'.

Stu is a sweet and wholesome boy who's just here for the snacks. (Big mood.) He likes to sing, wears daggy sweaters and blushes a lot.
Some updates

→ Vol 35 of Patch is delayed! I decided to do a colour special for the 1 year anniversary, but due to Covid-19 I haven't been able to access certain resources. Hang tight!

→ Patch will be part of a split zine organised by Small Zine Volcano! I'm hyped to be published alongside some of my fave zinesters. Keep an eye on the SZV Facebook page! ❤️
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